SPA QUALITY BODY CARE

CLEANSE AND RENEW

PURIFYING BODY CLEANSER
PREPARES THE BODY FOR EXFOLIATING, NOURISHING AND MOISTURIZING TREATMENTS
The Purifying Body Cleanser is a gentle and detoxifying cleanser for all skin types that prepares the body for exfoliating, nourishing, and
moisturizing treatments. It also helps to remove any residue remaining after such treatments. The outstanding cleansing and softening
qualities allow to use this product as an excellent conditioning hair and scalp shampoo. Use by applying onto moistened skin (or hair),
working up lather, then rinse with warm water. It is recommended to use our body scrub prior to cleansing. Follow with body milk, oil, or
nourishing cream for maximum hydration. Product # S- 101

ENZYME HYDRATING BODY SCRUB
PROVIDES GENTLE EXFOLIATION WITH NATURAL JOJOBA BEADS AND FRUIT ENZYMES
The Enzyme Hydrating Body Scrub is a seaweed scrub designed to provide gentle exfoliation with natural jojoba beads and fruit enzymes.
This seaweed scrub benefits the skin in three phases. First, the scrub’s seaweed extract remineralizes the skin. Next, the fruit enzymes help
to exfoliate the skin. Finally, while massaging the Hydrating Body Scrub onto the skin, the natural jojoba beads slowly melt and release
their nourishing jojoba oil. This tri-action gentle body exfoliation helps to create an incredible softness and radiance. Apply to the body in
a thin layer, leave on for 2-3 minutes, and remove by massaging away with warm water. It is recommended, to follow with our Purifying
Body Cleanser and then a Body Nourishing cream, oil, or milk. Product # S- 104

AZULEN HAND AND BODY OIL
EFFECTIVE SKIN-SOFTENING, AND LUBRICATING NATURAL OILS FOR THE ENTIRE BODY
This is an effective skin softening, lubricating and sun-tan blend of natural oils for the hands, arms, legs, and all over the body. Contains
Azulen and Vitamin E to help form a glowing tan. Applied daily, helps to regenerate and restore the elasticity of the skin and helps to
improve its firmness. Recommended as an after-wax treatment oil and a luxurious facial or body massage oil. Product # 451

BODY NOURISHING CREAM
HELPS TO RESTORE THE SKIN’S NATURAL LIPIDS LEAVING THE SKIN SOFT AND RADIANT
Body Nourishing Cream is a rich and silky body moisturizer, and an effective softening and nourishment treatment. With regular use, it
helps to regenerate the elasticity of the skin, as well as improve it's firmness. Contains beneficial fine oils, butters and vitamins A,D3,E to
protect the skin from drying out. Apply, then massage an even quantity over the entire body, until absorbed, leaving the skin velvety soft.
Can be used as a luxurious body massage cream. Product # S- 112

PROTECT AND NOURISH
FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL USE

